SIR W. M. FLINDERS PETRIE, probably the foremost of living Egyptologists, was born on June 3, 1853, at Charlton, a descendant, on his mother's side, of Capt. Matthew Flinders, R.N., hydrographer and geographer, who is credited with having first suggested the name ' Australia' for the island continent. Sir Flinders, who was educated privately, began archreological survey and research work more than fifty years ago. He was then specially interested in ancient British remains . In r88r he took up r esearch work in connexion with the pyramids at Gizeh, and thence onwards down to recent days he conducted surveys and excavations in Egypt, exhibiting results which his countrymen have regarded with gratitude and admiration. Between r888 and 1890 he was at work in the Fayum. In 1894 Sir Flinders founded the Egyptian Research Account, which ultimately became, in reconstruction, the British School of Archreology in Egypt. In 1906 he was awarded the Huxley medal of the Royal Anthropological Institute. Among his numerous publications may be cited " A History of Egypt," "Ten Years' Digging in Egypt," "Religious Life in Ancient Egypt" (1924) .
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A MOVEMENT to stimulate the study of pre-Roman Italy, which may be expected to have far-reaching effects on our knowledge of the early cultures of the whole Mediterranean area, has been inaugurated by the National Etruscan Congress, which was held at Florence at the end of April and the beginning of May, when, according to the report of the Milan correspondent which appears in the Times of May 25, a number of papers dealing with the language, culture, religion, and antiquities of the Etruscans were read. Prof. Luigi Pareti, professor of ancient history in the University of Florence, supported the theory that the Etruscans arrived in Italy by land and not by sea, traces having been left of their passage across the Alps ; and further, that they were descendants of the lakedwellers of the Emilian region. The problem of the Etruscan language was discussed by Prof. Bartolomeo Nogara and Prof. Trombetti. The latter distinguished three linguistic strata in the Mediterranean basin, of which the Basque is the oldest. The Etruscan he assigned to the second group with the languages of Anatolia. A paper by Prof. Sogliano, which is said to have attracted much attention, supported the view that PomP..eii was probably Etruscan and that the Temple of Jove in that city was the Roman substitute for a true tripartite Etruscan temple . Details of Prof. Sogliano's argument will be awaited with much interest in the hope that they will throw further light on the question of the extent of the Etruscan element in Roman culture, and particularly in Roman religion. Committees were appointed to supervise the publication of two series of volumes, one dealing with the culture and institutions of the Etruscans, the other containing monographs on Etruscan centres. At the conclusion of the Congress, visits were paid to the tumulus of Montecalvario at Castellina del Chianti, Vetulonia, Populonia, and Volterra.
THE sixth annual report of the British Non-Ferrous Metals Research Association, which has just been received, is a remarkable record of progress. The expenditure on research during the coming year, including certain investigations the direction of which is shared with other bodies, will amount to about 2o,oool. We are glad to see that the list of new members who have joined the Association during the year includes many large users of non-ferrous metals, such as railway companies and electrical firms, and also manufacturers of scientific instruments, as well as smelters and manufacturers of metals and alloys. The Association owes much to the energy and knowledge of its Director of Research, Dr. R. S. Hutton, while its policy of encouraging r esearch work in the universities and other public institutions, by appointing salaried workers under the direction of scientific men of standing, has proved beneficial to all parties. It has now been found necessary to establish a small central laboratory, accommodation for which has been provided by the University of Birmingham. The report contains an account of the position of the investigations already in progress, and also of the new investigations which have been begun, the latter including work on annealing furnace practice, the working properties of zinc, plumbers' joints, and alloys suitable for use at high temperatures. In the last-mentioned field interesting results have been obtained and published. The report is obtainable from the offices of the Association, 7r Temple Row, Birmingham.
A JOINT committee representing the Royal Society of Edinburgh, the Royal Physical Society, and the Royal Scottish Geographical Society, has made the first award of the Bruce Memorial Prize to Mr. James Mann Wordie, of St. John's College, Cambridge, for his geological and oceanographical work in Arctic and Antarctic regions. Mr. Wordie accompanied the ill-fated Shackleton expedition of I914-19I6 to the Antarctic, and was present with Dr. Bruce in Spits-
bergen in 1919 and 1920. Later he led an expedition to Jan Mayen, while in I923 his attempt to reach the east coast of Greenland was frustrated by heavy pack ice. As a result of his visits to polar regions he has made several valuable contributions to the knowledge of ice-formation at sea, of bottom deposits of Antarctic seas, and of Arctic geology. The Bruce Prize, founded to commemorate the work of Dr. W. S. Bruce, is awarded biennially fOF notable contributions to science, the outcome of personal visits to polar regions, its object being to stimulate further exploration. The medal ( Fig. I} , which forms part of the award, is slightly modified from that designed by Dr. Bruce to commemorate the Scottish National Antarctic Expedition of I902-rqo4.
THE journal of Geophysics and Meteorology, vol. r No. 2, issued under the editorship of the late Dr. Friedmann, former Director of the Central Physical Observatory at Leningrad, contains twelve papers, all of which are in Russian, save one, which is in German (with a Russian summary); but short summaries of the Russian papers are given, six in English, one in French, and four in German. The contents relate mainly 'to meteorology, but a useful summary of magnetic results obtained at Pavlovsk (now to be known as Slutzk) is included ; these are for the years I9I2-I923, for which Pavlovsk data NO. 2953, VOL. I I 7]
have not hitherto been published, the Annales of the Central Physical Observatory being temporarily suspended. The diurnal inequalities of each of the three elements of magnetic force are given in the mean for each of the twelve years : the seasonal variations of the diurnal inequalities are not indicated. An interesting article-by Kurt Wegener (Hamburg) deals with the artificial production of rain, describing an attempt in this direction and the reasons why failure in this and all such attempts must be expected.
DuRING the present century there have been several great volcanic eruptions in Japan, especially those of the Usu-san (Hokkaido) in I9IO, the Asamayama (central Japan) in I9o8-r4, and the Sakurajima (southern Japan) in I9I4. These are all wellknown active volcanoes. The great eruption of Tokachi in Hokkaido that began on May 24 took place, however, from a volcano that was supposed to be extinct, and from a crater that has been occupied by a lake within historical times. The first explosion ejected the water from this lake. Later in the day there were two other explosions, accompanied or followed by an outflow of lava. By the last explosion part of the wall of the crater was blown away. Several hamlets and the greater part of the town of Furyono have been destroyed, and 900 persons are reported to have been killed by floods and lavastreams.
ON his return from a tour of British West Africa, Mr. Ormsby-Gore, Under-Secretary for the Colonies, gave some of his impressions to a representative of the Times. The Gold Coast Colony has made remarkable progress during the last five years, due largely to the great development of motor roads and transport facilities. Work is also proceeding on the construction of a modern deep-water harbour at Takoradi, which will be of great value in the two staple trades, cocoa and manganese-ore.
Nigeria shows great prosperity and, with a large surplus balance in the past year, is justified in proceeding with the development of its transport. The present road system is entirely inadequate and a serious hindrance to the development of cotton growing. Mr. Ormsby-Gore will outline in his report a continuous programme of railway construction of anything from roo to ISO miles a year for the next five years. The provinces of Sikaso, Zaria, and Kano alone may be expected to increase their annual cotton output to 25o,ooo,ooo bales of 400 lb. each of a fine type of American cotton. When a new type of cotton, on which the Agricultural Department is now experimenting, is produced, the middle belt of Nigeria will yield also an important crop of export cotton. In conclusion, Mr. Ormsby-Gore expresses himself as strongly opposed to any extension of the length of residence of European officials in West © 1926 Nature Publishing Group }UNE 5, 1926] NATURE 8or Africa. The leading commercial firms are tending to reduce rather than to extend the period of stay of their officials.
THE key idea of Prof. J. McLean Thompson's lecture before the Royal Society of Arts upon "The Sea Transport and Storage of Fruit," published in the Society's journal for February 26, appears to be that the fruit carried to Great Britain has to be regarded as a ' living passenger.' Thus regarded, it is desirable to harvest and keep it under such conditions before shipping, that the fruit has ripened normally, and then in transit, if conditions are suitably adjusted, it may be possible, without the expense of cold storage methods, to keep it at that condition of restful dormancy which often seems to follow in living fruit and seed upon the attainment of maturity. Prof. McLean Thompson was apparently not in a position tp discuss methods by which, under commercial conditions of storage, ripe fruit, of apples and oranges, has thus been kept in good condition for several months without resort to cold storage.
He makes, however, a plea for further endowment of research at the great ports of Britain at which our imported food supplies enter, in order to enable a more thorough exploration of the methods, individual to every fruit, by which he hopes that ultimately we may succeed in transporting and storing suitably mature fruit by a treatment which will be based on a recognition of its needs as a living organism at a certain stage of existence. The chairman, Sir Halford John Mackinder, endorsed Prof. McLean Thompson's plea for research, but added the advice to the commercial interests involved that they should recruit from universities and colleges scientific practitioners prepared to apply scientific knowledge under commercial conditions to the workaday problems presented by the ' rough and tumble of trade ' conditions under which shipping, transport and storage of fruit must take place.
IN the annual report of the Rockefeller Foundation for 1924 Dr. George Vincent, the president, surveys the activities of the Foundation for that vear. These include a contribution of 35o,ooo dollars. towards the publishing of an international j ournalfor abstracts of the biological sciences, reports on the progress of medical education in various countries, and contributions for travelling fellowships. Grants were made to various medical schools in Great Britain Canada the United States, and China, funds provid:d for nu;sing education at Yale University and other schools and hospitals, campaigns organised against yellow fever, malaria, and hookworm disease, contributions made to the Health Section of the League of Nations towards epidemioiogical intelligence and study tours arranged for health officers, and assistance given to mental hygiene projects in the United States and Canada. The income of the Foundation in 1924 amounted to 8,I91,506 dollars, and the disbursements to 7,288,822 dollars. The report also contains reports of the directors of sections, summaries of the work being carried out in various lands, and lists of publica-NO. 2953, VOL. 117] tions of members and others directly associated with projects in which the Board participated.
IT is reported that archceological and historical discoveries of considerable importance have been made by Sir Aurel Stein, who has been engaged during the last two months on a tour of investigation in the Upper Swat on the Indian frontier. This area abounds in stupas, rock-carved reliefs, and other Buddhist remains, and for many years it had been anticipated that, given settled conditions, it would prove a profitable field for archceological exploration. That its strategic importance has long been recognised is indicated by the strongholds of old-time chieftains which abound, and it is an examination of the topographical features in this connexion that has led Sir Aurel Stein to a conclusion of very considerable historical interest. According to a dispatch from the Simla correspondent of the Times which appears in the issue of May 27, Sir Aurel believes that he has succeeded in identifying in a part of the Sw;:tt hills known as Torwal the site of Aornos, the fortress described by Arrian which Alexander captured in 327 B.C. This is usually considered to be the greatest achievement of his remarkable march on India. The topographical features of this suggested site appear to correspond with the description given by Arrian. Sir Aurel Stein himself showed some years ago that the suggested identification of Aornos with Mahaban was untenable on the ground that the summit of that mountain did not correspond with the extensive plateau which figures in the Greek account. The probability that Alexander's march to India led him to Bajaur and the Swat valley has now been greatly strengthened. It is further reported that Sir Aurel Stein has discovered two Buddhist shrines mentioned by Chinese pilgrims, a stone bearing the miraculous footprints of Buddha and a boulder with an impression of Buddha's drying clothes, which shows signs of continued local worship.
PRoF. G. H. HARDY, Savilian professor of geometry in the University of Oxford, has been elected a corresponding member of the Vienna Academy of Sciences. 
Our Astronomical Column.
CoMETs.-Ensor's Comet maintained the anomalous position of its tail for a full month. On March I6 the tail was 8o 0 from the prolongation of the radius vector from the sun; on April3, nearly 70°; and on April 13, about 6o 0 • Since matter expelled from the head under solar repulsion would initially proceed along the radius vector, it would seem that the tail was not dl}e to such repulsion : it is not easy to explain its direction, for there was no definite nucleus that could be regarded as a centre of repulsion . On April I3 the comet had sunk to magnitude I 7 and was not followed for longer.
Finlay's periodic comet is due to return to perihelion about June 23. It will not be very well placed for observation at this return, being low in the morning sky just before dawn.
The following ephemeris for oh is from the B.A.A. Handbook:
June 11. 2h n·sm 11° 6' I g.
2 46·8 I4 IS 27.
3 21"9 17 4
It will be better placed in July, owing to its northward motion . . It was last seen in 1919.
Comet Pons -Winnecke will return to perihelion in June I927. An ephemeris by Mr. F. E. Seagrave indicates that it will approach the earth within 4t million miles on June 26, when its horizontal parallax will be 190". A well-defined object at that distance would serve admirably for deducing the solar parallax, but it is rather too much to expect that the comet will have a sufficiently definite nucleus for this purpose. 10, 361, 1924 10, 361, , and. in NATURE, I 14, 628, 1924 In the April number, 1926, of the Publications of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific, Dr. Hale gives other details of his instrument, which is now permanently set up at his new solar laboratory in Pasadena. Recent observations indicate its wide scope as an important instrument of research and not merely as a very useful scouting auxiliary of the spectroheliograph. The observations are made visually with the hydrogen line H a. Besides the prominences around the sun's limb, it is usually possible to see prominences projected on the disc as dark areas, and bright or dark flocculi, including hydrogen vortices around sunspots. In addition, by setting the second slit on different parts of the Ha line, on occasions when there are great line distortions due to high radial velocities, the instrument admits of observations being made in rapid succession of, for example, a brilliant eruption on the violet side of the line and, on the red side, of a dark absorbing mass descending rapidly into the hydrogen vortex. Dr. Hale suggests the possibility of a photographic attachment for reproduction of these rapid changes in the form of moving pictures. An account is given of phenomena, accompanying the very large sunspot of January 1926, and another spot in February, which could be seen with the spectrohelioscope. The author describes modifications he is introducing into the construction of an improved instrument for precision measures of some of these solar phenomen<t, which it is now possible to study in great detail. We hope to publish shortly an illustrated account of the instrument and of Dr. Hale's recent work with it.
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